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EDITOR’S NOTES

WHY WE SHOULD ALL
BE FEMINISTS

P

atriarchy is so ingrained

Naari is about such women

in India that a man for

who have found their space,

reasons he doesn’t

with or without the help of a

understand himself, feels he is

man. In this issue, we pay a

794)6-3683%;31%2@)86-)7

tribute to Anandibai Joshi,

to subordinate her in many

2(-%T7æ678*)1%0)4,=7-'-%2@

ways, including denying her

,)-009786%8-32-7&=î O=)%6O

opportunities to pursue her

30(%6% 2%2(A;,397)7,)6

interests and go beyond the

skill to break gender, colour

()æ2-8-323*.978&)-2+%;-*)@

%2(38,)6&%66-)67@)66)')28
Instagram campaign, ‘I am like

2%6)')28-2(-æ01A
Secret Superstar, a father

other girls’ (even though I have

thwarts the ambitions of his

biceps; even though I wear

daughter yearning to participate in a music contest in a

shorts, etc.) has become a social media sensation with

&-+'-8=@)*))078,%8-*7,)&)'31)7%7-2+)6A7,);-0023

young girls.

longer be eligible in the marriage market and become

And, we have the feisty Malvika Iyer too. She lost

a burden to him. What is worse, he beats the mother, in

the use of her arms and legs in an accident but that did

almost every scene for reasons ranging from not serving

not deter her from getting a doctorate and work for the

,-1%,381)%0831-77-2+.);)00)6=A%2(*36)2'396%+-2+

rights of the disabled. She asks, why do people stare at

8,)(%9+,8)683&)'31)%7-2+)6@,)13:-);390(,%:)

us and pity us in India? She does not want us to dwell

been a gruesome story but for the spirited defense of the

on her marriage, as this is not an achievement and is a

daughter who not only becomes a singing sensation but

46-:%8)1%88)6@,%87,)æ+96)7-28,)0-783*îíí',%2+)O

pulls her mother out of a violent and unkind marriage.

makers in the world is the achievement.

If change has to happen in India, it truly has to start

I believe the millennials will bring the change we had

from the way we bring up our children. We need to let

;%28)(837))@,)=%6)*)1-2-787A238-28,)7)27)%

%+-607-2+A6)%(%2(ç=A%2(830)88,)&3=/23;,)-7%2

+)2)6%8-32&)*36)97;%7A&962-2+&6%7%2(703+%2O

)59%0A%2(238&)88)6*36.978&)-2+%1%0)',-0(@!,=

shouting, but because they are able to stand up for

cannot the girl be allowed to play with cars and machines

themselves and their convictions and in doing so, inspire

and allowed to become a doctor? Or a scientist?

others like them.

Why do we need to dress her in pink and give her dolls to
play with?
Fortunately, there are men who support the ambitions
of their spouses. As Gopalrao Joshi did, way back in the
early 1900s, to encourage his young wife Anandibai to
study medicine in distant America so that she could
treat Indian women when she returned.

We, at Naari, hope to capture many such stories in our
coming issues.

COVER STORY

‘I AM NOT A BECHARI
AND AM NOT GOING TO
CURL UP AND CRY’
An accident had left Dr Malvika Iyer with no hands and permanently damaged
legs at the age of 13. That did not stop her from getting a PhD, becoming a
motivational and TedX speaker, besides being an activist for the rights of the
GLVDEOHG5HIXVLQJWREHWKHREMHFWRISLW\VKHWULHVWREHVHOIVXIÀFLHQW
Listed as one of the 100 newsmakers of the decade, and having been awarded
the Nari Shakti Puraskar this year in March from the President of India,
29-year-old Malvika Iyer shares her incredible life with MINAL KHONA

A

t 15 seconds past 1.10 pm in the afternoon of

4-8=@,%8-7;,)2'6-)(@V8-723879646-7-2+8,)28,%8

May 26, 2002, the clock in her room stopped. It

8,)79&.)'83*,)68,)7-7*36,)6(3'836%8);%7Q8,)

was as if the moment that changed her life froze

stigmas attached to disabled people and how others

forever to capture her calamity for all time. Malvika Iyer,
then 13, had found a hand grenade in the garage of her

thing left was a little piece of bone with skin covering it

æ6)%88,)%1192-8-32()4382)%6&=%2(46)791)(

328,)6-+,878914@,-7463869(-2+&32)-7;,%897)

the grenade was defused. And, she innocently used

%7%æ2+)683(%=@V,)97)(8,-7789&838=4),)6,

the grenade to patch the glue on a torn portion of her

8,)7-7@)6îí8,'0%77)<%14%4)67;)6);6-88)2;-8,

.)%27@ 77,)69&&)(8,)+%61)28;-8,8,)+6)2%()A-8

the help of a writer. She went on to top the state in the

exploded, resulting in Malvika losing both her hands,

46-:%8)789()287T'%8)+36=C%2(+6%(9%8)-2'3231-'7

and severely damaging her legs. She recalls that fateful

from St Stephen’s College in New Delhi; following which,

day, “My body didn’t feel anything for two days, and

she did her masters in Social Work at the Delhi School of

;%7-2%7,3'/@,)2A;,)28,)4%-2'%1)A-8;%7

Social Work and her MPhil and PhD in Social Work at the

unbearable. I screamed and howled, but I did not cry.”

Madras School of Social Work.
,)&6%-2&),-2(8,)46)88=*%')-7794)67,%64@)6

Malvika’s attitude to life, and how she handled this

list of achievements reads like a dream resume. Malvika

calamity in her life. It must have been hell for a child to

-7%(-7%&-0-8=6-+,87%'8-:-78A%138-:%8-32%0%2()("

undergo multiple surgeries, almost one every fortnight

74)%/)6C%2(-7%1)1&)63*8,)2-8)(%8-32728)6

or less but she weathered it all. She did end up crying

Agency Network on Youth Development’s working group

though, but only when she overheard a woman at the

on youth and gender equality. She was awarded the Nari

hospital in Jaipur say, “Iss bechari ka kya hoga? Kaun

,%/8-96%7/%68,-7=)%632%6', 8,&=8,)6)7-()28

shaadi karega?” [What will happen to this poor girl now?

of India, the highest civilian honour given to women by

Who will marry her now?].

the government. She received a standing ovation when

Malvika says, “I am not a bechari. I was not going to
'96094%2(0-:)1=0-*)-28,)7,%(3;736&)%23&.)'83*
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7,)+%:)%138-:%8-32%074))',%&398,)60-*)%88,)
-2ìíî@%0:-/%,%7'3O',%-6)(8,)!360('3231-'

3691T72(-%'3231-'911-8-2ìíî@,),%7%073
been a showstopper at a fashion show and been
listed among the 100 change agents and newsmakers of
the decade.
In her role as a disability rights activist, she gives
8%0/73273'-)8=T7(98=836)13:)&%66-)67*36(-**)6)280=O
abled individuals in the environment around them and
the importance of universal design, accessibility and
mental health. She reveals what prompted her to work
-28,-774,)6)BU,))%60==)%673*'300)+);)6)59-8)
hard on me. I was insecure because of my body, and
everyone looked happy and perfect to me. I used to wear
clothes that covered my arms and legs so that people
will not stare or ask questions. I did not see myself as
worthy. I started using prosthetic hands and learnt how
83)%8;-8,%74332A,3;83;)%61%/)O94)8'@ 98
78344)(97-2+8,)17-2')8,)=;)-+,)(æ:)/-037%2(
were too heavy for my petite frame and left me with
aching shoulders and neck pain.”
Besides losing her hands, Malvika’s legs too
had suffered permanent damage. She suffers from
,=43)78,)7-%Q%0%'/3*7)27%8-32-2,)60)*8*338C%2(
there are steel plates in both her legs. Shrapnel from
the grenade continues to be embedded in them, and
4-)')7'31)838,)796*%')83*361%497&3-0@,)
doctors removed as many as they could but some
were left behind. At one time, the steel plate and the
shrapnel would rub against each other and she needed
to undergo surgery to correct the problem. She also has
foot drop, a condition described by the WebMD website
%7S8,)-2%&-0-8=830-*88,)*63284%683*8,)*338@,-7
causes the toes to drag along the ground while walking.’
Malvika refers to the procedures done on her legs as
carpentry work. She says, “After the grenade went off,
1=0)+;%7,%2+-2+947-()(3;2@,)*338;%7(%2+0-2+
on a scrap of skin. Doctors didn’t think I would walk.
,)=(-(2T8):)28,-2/;390(796:-:)8,)2-+,8FV

Malvika’s source of strength,
her mother Hemamalini Krishnan

“According to me, it is her
mind that is walking not
her legs. She is such a
determined girl that if she
believes she can do something,
she goes and does it”
MALVIKA IYER’S MOTHER
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Malvika accepting the Nari Shakti
Puraskar award from the President of India,
Ram Nath Kovind in March this year

Survive she did and multiple skin and bone grafting

with her elbows, cleans, types, responds to

(including taking some of her mother’s bone) followed.

WhatsApp and email messages; she can also change

After several painful days and nights, Malvika walked.

,)64%(7(96-2+,)64)6-3(7A%2(%440=1%/)O94@

She still suffers from excruciating leg pain, the foot

,)32)8,-2+7,)'%2T8(3-78-),)6,%-6-2%432=8%-0@

;,-',,%7237)27%8-32'%2+)8-2.96)(%2(&0))(

690=-8-732)8-2=A-27-+2-æ'%280-880)()8%-0-2%+-%28

without her knowing. She always carries bandages with

list of achievements.

her because one never knows when she can hurt herself.

33/-2+&%'/32,3;*%67,),%7'31)83(%=*631

Malvika can today walk for a few minutes at a time, after

8,)8-1)3*8,)%''-()28A%0:-/%6)ç)'87AU,%(7-140)A

;,-',7,)2))(7837-8(3;2@)6&)(7-()8%&0)-7%2

short term goals. I always focused on reality and the

array of balms and lotions that soothe the pain when

present moment instead of brooding and complaining. I

she rests at night.

am a positive person. Other than the pain, there was no

-:-2+;-8,'3278%284%-28,%8;-002):)6+3%;%=

reason to give up. I also believe in counting my blessings

can’t be easy. But, Malvika goes about her life with

since I have lost a great deal in my life. I am a grateful

%',))6*90()8)61-2%8-328,%8;390(49873O'%00)(

4)6732%2(,%44-2)77æ2(71))%7-0=@(32T82))(%038

normal people to shame.

to be happy.”

She is capable of doing 90 per cent of her chores

2);32()67;,)6)8,-7'396%+)397æ:)*))88,6))

herself. She says, “I am grateful to my mother for

inch tall girl gets her strength from. She says, “My family

making me independent. After I recovered, she used

is my biggest strength and their support means the

831%/)1)(31-236',36)7%6392(8,),397)@,%8-7

world to me. I believed my mom would bring me out of

why today I can do almost everything.” Malvika cooks

the trauma. I didn’t blame anyone for my accident. All
I wanted was to overcome the challenges. I believed in

“I want people to respect the
differences and not treat us with
a pitiful attitude or stare rudely.
These things used to make me
very angry”
4 |
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myself and I have a lot of mental strength.”
)6138,)6A)1%1%0-2-6-7,2%2A(-(238,%:)%2=
knowledge about dealing with such a situation. She
used her maternal instincts to ensure her daughter
recovered, became independent and achieved what she
wanted. She says, “When she recovered I made sure she
was active and ran errands. Sometimes, she used to
7%=8,),397)-7238(-7%&0)(Q*6-)2(0=%2(;390(%7/

her, ‘Who is disabled in this house? No one.’ According
to me, it is her mind that is walking not her legs. She is
such a determined girl that if she believes she can do
something, she goes and does it.”
Immediately after the accident, Malvika underwent
treatment in Jaipur, after which, her mother took her to

“I am a grateful person and
happiness finds me easily. I don’t
need a lot to be happy”

,)22%-@%60-)6A,)630()67-78)6%(%1&%6-;%77)283**
to live with her periamma [mother’s sister] in Chennai.
Malvika says emotionally, “I think my sister grew up that
(%=@,)-7320=8;3O%2(O%O,%0*=)%6730()68,%21)&98
she was so supportive. She readily agreed to go and
along with my mother, has been with me every step of
the way; she is like a second mother to me.” Along the
way, Malvika also met the man she calls “the love of her
life,” who is now her husband.
Malvika’s pet peeve is how people treat those with
disabilities. She says, “Staring is wrong. People stare or
immediately feel sorry for someone like me. What takes

Malvika is on a mission to change
the attitudes of people about the disabled

a normal person ten seconds takes me ten minutes
to do but hey, I am not complaining. I want people to

respect the differences and not treat us with a pitiful
%88-89()3678%6)69()0=@,)7)8,-2+797)(831%/)
me very angry. I channelled all that anger to improve
my condition and become independent in every way
'390(@V)6;36/8,)6)*36)-70%6+)0=-28,)%6)%3*
changing attitudes in society including infrastructure
in the world around them where inclusivity is
%&=71%00=232O)<-78)28@
“I face discrimination even today if I’m not wearing
my prosthetics in India. I remember after the accident, I
;%7,366-æ)(&=8,);%=4)340)033/)(%81)@78344)(
stepping out of my home and going to public places
for weeks,” she remembers. Disabled people face a lot
of challenges here, she says. But it all comes down to
attitudinal issues in the end and she is on a mission to
change that.
,-7&6%:)+-6083(%=-70-:-2+0-*)32,)68)617%2(
has unleashed the power within her to surmount any
challenge that life throws at her. An inspiring role model
for millions, Malvika Iyer is able to touch lives through
her talks and inspiring work for the disabled.
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BIRTHING STORY

FOUR GENERATIONS,
ONE MATERNITY HOSPITAL
One can only imagine the level of trust between a doctor and
a patient, when four generations from a single family are delivered
by the same gynaecologist and her daughter – a.k.a. Dr Lourdes
and Dr Evita Fernandez. The Reddy family has just had their
18th baby born at Stork Home in Hyderabad this January.
MINAL KHONA talks to the matriarch Yerva Yashodha Reddy and
KHUIDPLO\PHPEHUVWRÀQGRXWPRUHDERXWWKLVHQGXULQJERQG
PHOTOGRAPHS: SRINIVAS V

B

ack in the days when the Fernandez Maternity
374-8%0-2=()6%&%(;%7&98%8;3O&)('0-2-'-2

;)6)2388,)8%66)(32)7;)7))83(%=@,)=;)6);,%8

Bogulkunta, Yerva Yashodha Reddy was born to

one would call kachcha roads, and traversing the fairly

%(,%&%-@,%8;%7136)8,%2í=)%67%+3@,)(3'836

long distance in the pouring rain, from Bowenpally to

;,3(-(8,)()0-:)6=H6396()7)62%2()>@%2=

Bogulkunta on an extremely bumpy road, with labour

moons later, when Yashodha herself was expecting her

pains to add to the ordeal, must have been nothing

æ678',-0(A))0%:%8,-A-2î A7,);)28838,)(3'836

short of a nightmare.

;,3,)04)(&6-2+,)6-2838,);360(OO6396()7@2%2

Yashodha’s daughter Aruna Reddy and her siblings

interview (with her grandson Santosh Reddy playing the

833,%:),%(8,)-6&%&-)7%8)62%2()>374-8%0@96

role of a translator), she recalls, “I used to travel by bus

86%270%836%2837,A;,3-7 692%T7æ678732A;%7&362

*361=1328,0=',)'/O947C%2(,%:)()0-:)6)(%001=

%8)62%2()>;-8,6396()7%88)2(-2+838,)()0-:)6=@

',-0(6)2%8)62%2()>374-8%0@V

Aruna Reddy, (who I also catch up with) reveals that,

!,%81%(),)6+3836396()7)%',8-1)H%7/@

*36,)67)'32(',-0(A-8;%76:-8%;,3;%7,)6

With the long commute to Bogulkunta from Bowenpally

gynaecologist. She compares the styles of mother and

where she resided, it couldn’t have been easy in her

(%9+,8)6%7(3'8367%2(7%=7AU6396()7,%(%136)

46)+2%2878%8)@,)O=)%6O30(1%86-%6',;,3-7

personalised touch. She never used any machines for

'32æ()28-2,)674))',A%74)340)3*,)6+)2)6%8-32

%2=/-2(3*',)'/O94C.978,)6,%2(7@,);390(.978

usually are given their phenomenal memory and

touch the stomach and feel the baby and give

ability to recall facts, says simply, “I trusted her. Dr

,)634-2-32@!-8,6:-8%A731)3*8,))<%1-2%8-327

396()7,%(%'%011%22)6%&398,)6@,);%7/-2(

were internal.”

and compassionate with everyone. She would only
examine me with her hands, and she never encouraged
O7)'8-327)-8,)6@V20-2);-8,,)678632+6)'%00)0)1)28A

6 |

)6)A-81978&)7%-(8,%8-28,)7-<8-)7A8,)63%(7

8%0/836:-8%83+)8,)64)674)'8-:)@)6
generation of gynaecologists usually practised by the
&33/@,))<40%-27AU,%8-7,3;;);)6)86%-2)(A83

she even remembers that when she was in labour with

conduct internal exams, but now, one is unlearning

her fourth baby, it was raining heavily, and she took an

):)6=8,-2+@,)463*)77-32%01-(;-*)6=13()0%(:3'%8)7

%983838,),374-8%0%2(%66-:)(.978-28-1)*368,)&%&=

refraining from conducting so many internals and that is

to be born.

what we are moving towards,” she says.
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Aruna narrates an incident that happened during
the time of Santosh’s delivery: “I had labour pains
-28,)1-((0)3*8,)2-28,1328,@6396()7A;,30-:)(
right across the hospital, came immediately to
)<%1-2)1)@,-7,%44)2)(8;-')%2(&38,8-1)7
she recognised it as a false alarm. I was panicking but
she reassured me. And, my mother who was with me
-27-78)(8,%8-*6396()77%-(73A7,);%7%0;%=76-+,8
and I calmed down.”
6:-8%;%7 692%T7(3'836%008,639+,,)67
)'32(46)+2%2'=833@,),%(%00,)646)O()0-:)6=
',)'/O947(32),)6)@,)320=6)%732,3;):)6

“I trusted her. Dr Lourdes had
a very calm manner about her. She was
very kind and compassionate
with everyone”

Aruna chose to have her second baby elsewhere was
because she wanted to have a tubectomy to prevent

Yerva Yashodha Reddy and her family

*968,)646)+2%2'-)7@6:-8%;%76)09'8%28834)6*361
the procedure.
Down the years, the Reddy family has developed an
)138-32%0&32(;-8,)62%2()>374-8%0%2(869788,)1
implicitly. Santosh explains that his aunts have also had
8,)-6&%&-)7()0-:)6)(,)6)@-7138,)6,%7æ:)7-&0-2+7
and only a handful of his cousins have been born
elsewhere, and that too mostly due to logistical reasons.
-7+6%2(138,)6)0%&36%8)732,3;8,)&32(&)8;))2
,)6%2(6396()7;%7*36+)(@U!,)2;%7,%:-2+1=
æ678&%&=A;%7%&-82)6:397%2(;390(4%2-'A;,-',
;%72%896%0@ 98A6396()7,%(8,)1378%1%>-2+
way of calming me down every time I would visit her
*36%',)'/O94@)64)6732%0-28)6%'8-32;-8,1)%7%
4%8-)28;)28&)=32(.978%4,=7-'%0)<%1-2%8-32@%073
got to know her more post the delivery. She would give
me dietary advice to ensure I ate right for a lactating
mother and give me suggestions on feeding the baby
naturally. It was like having a caring elder around me
all the time before and after the delivery.” In her time,
mothers would go home a day after the baby’s birth, but
when her daughters had their babies, they stayed in the
hospital for three days.
Yashodha insists, and she should know, having had
six babies, that recovery post pregnancy was a lot faster
*36,)6;-8,6396()7@,)2):)6)2'3928)6)(%7-2+0)

Pavani with her new born baby (left) and Aruna Reddy (on the right)

health problem or complication. Further, she claims that
for all the three generations of Reddys, it has been a 100

of hand and despite the long labour did not suggest

4)6')2879'')776%8)%8)62%2()>374-8%0@ 003*8,)1

% Q7)'8-32@):)289%00=,%(%2361%0()0-:)6=@V

,%:)&))22361%0()0-:)6-)7C.9780-/)2%896)-28)2()(
them to be.

Yashodha, the matriarch is strictly against a
O7)'8-32A920)77-8-76)'311)2()(&=8,)(3'8367*36

20=32)3*,)6(%9+,8)67A=1%:%8,-A,%(%'037)

medical reasons. She believes that a baby is God’s gift

&697,;-8,% O7)'8-32@,)6)1)1&)67AU96-2+8,)&-68,

and the almighty decides when the child is to be born.

3*1=æ678',-0(A,%(&))2-20%&396*368,6))(%=7%2(

)6)T7%238,)67836/7%+%*6318,))((=*%1-0=@

still there was no sign of the baby. I was in the care of Baby

Santosh’s wife Pavani was the patient of a gynaecologist

3'836I6:-8%J@,);%7)<86)1)0=/-2(A'327-()6%8)%2(

at another hospital, and during one such visit, his

took care of everything. She never let the situation get out

grandmother had accompanied her for the consultation.
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What needs to be
underscored is that today when
people’s loyalties shift within
seconds, here is a family that
has trusted one mother and
daughter team over
three generations….
since the labour pains had started. She, along with the
463*)77-32%01-(;-:)72(-)%2(%2.97,%A033/)(%*8)6
Pavani like a family member. When my princess was
born, they gave me the scissors to cut the umbilical

Santosh and Pavani with their baby

'36(%2((-(8,%8;,-0)7-2+-2+%44= -68,(%=83,)6@
The grand
matriarch
is all smiles
holding
the baby
the stork
delivered

,)2A,%2()(,)63:)6831=+6%2(138,)6A;,3;%7
responsible for us having had this amazing experience.”
6:-8%1)%2;,-0)-7*9003*%(1-6%8-32*368,)7)2-36
matriarch. She says, “When I met Mrs Reddy, I realised
why people like her trusted my mother so much. I have
4%8-)287;,3'31)*631*%6O3**40%')78)00-2+1)7836-)7
about their interactions with my mother. My mother’s
generation had the ability to be extremely kind and
empathetic. And this lady is 77, but she still has such an
open mind. When Pavani had a water birth, she, as the
+6)%8O+6%2(138,)63*8,)&%&=A(-(2T8/23;;,%8;390(
happen, but she was so happy and so full of wonder

Pavani was seven months pregnant at that time. She

at the entire process. It was a pleasure to watch her

asked the doctor to ensure a normal delivery but the

expression when she held the new born baby for the

+=2%)'303+-78-259)78-32)<46)77)(731)(39&87@,%8

æ6788-1)@V,)7)%6)74)'-%0A8-1)O78344-2+131)287-2

;%7)239+,83'32:-2')8,)O=)%6O30(8,%88,-7;%7238

a doctor’s life.

the right place to have the baby. She insisted they visit

should deliver their babies. In the past, it was thought

%2(6:-8%A%:%2-;)283283,%:)%;%8)6&-68,@ %&=

the best way to deliver a baby was to lie down on your

6-2(%)((=;%7&362%8836/31)32%29%6=î8,-7
=)%6A1%/-2+,)68,)î 8,)((=83&)()0-:)6)(,)6)@
%2837,%2(,-7;-*)0-:)-28,)%2(,%:)&))2
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&%'/A7,)2%66%8)7@3;):)6A%*8)6%88)2(-2+%'3967)
-28,)*36,)61)1&)67,-4%88,)3=%0 300)+)3*
&78)86-'-%27%2(=2%)'303+-787A-2î

ìA7,),)%6(

&%'/-22(-%*36%=)%6@,))2:-63273*8,)836/31)

%463*)77368%0/%&398):-()2')O&%7)((%8%-2*%:396

appealed to them instantly since it had a lot of privacy for

of women delivering their babies while sitting upright.

baby feeds, larger rooms, regular monitoring of the foetus

U#)8A)%','%7)-7(-**)6)28%78,)6)-72332)O7->)Oæ87O%00

and classes were conducted to make the experience

formula when it comes to childbirth,” she admits.

)%7-)6*368,)138,)67O83O&)@
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6:-8%7,%6)7;-8,978,)36-)7%&398,3;;31)2

836/31)%2(;-8,8,),)043*%463*)77-32%01-(;-*)

What needs to be underscored is that today when

Santosh remembers the birthing room as a very

people’s loyalties shift within seconds, here is a family

6)0%<-2+32)@)6)'39287AU,)&-68,-2+4330;%70-/)%

that has trusted one mother and daughter team over

.%'9>>-A;,)6)8,);%8)6;%78)14)6%896)'3286300)(C-8

three generations, to take them through one of the

was dimly lit with candles, which gave the room a very

137886%27*361%8-32%0A0-*)O',%2+-2+)<4)6-)2')73*0-*)

7338,-2+%1&-)2')@633.%,)23=A;,3;%78)2(-2+

Q',-0(&-68,@874)%/7:3091)7%&3986:-8%%2(,)6

to my wife, had been in touch with us every half an hour

0)+)2(%6=138,)66396()7)62%2()>@
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LIFE IN THE ARTS

MANGKA MAYANGLAMBAMA
STOKING THE FIRES
OF FOLK ART
Fast-paced urbanisation and social media are demolishing the country’s old folk and
oral art forms. The situation is worse in culturally alive regions like North-East India.
The traditions here are unique and distinctive but people from the rest of India are in
the dark about them. In a Naari exclusive, we interview young Manipuri songstress,
Mangka Mayanglambama, who learnt, revived and popularised an oral and obsolete ballad
tradition – ‘Moirang Sai’ — despite derision from her peers. This young acclaimed singer,
who has become popular for her folk song performances, speaks to
LAKSHMI PRABHALA about her passion for keeping alive the folk forms of her state
PHOTOGRAPHS: BYRON AIHARA

hese days with rapid globalisation, folk



traditions struggle to survive with many facing
8,)+6-146374)'83**%(-2+-2833&0-:-32@3;):)6A

there will always be a passionate advocate bravely
holding up a dying art against all odds in some corner
3*8,);360(@ 2(A8,%8-78,)7836=3*ìîO=)%6O30(
Mangka Mayanglambama.
6318,)6)138)'362)673*368,%782(-%A%2+/%
Mayanglambama swam against the tide to learn and
eventually revive Moirang Sai (an old form of Manipuri
folk song) to carve a niche for herself in the world of folk
197-'@,)()æ)(4)67-78)286-(-'90)%2(,91-0-%8-32
from her peers, who preferred modern songs, and
789'/83,)6',37)24%8,83&)'31)%79'')77@3(%=A
as the ‘singing sensation of Manipur’, Mangka’s biggest
'3286-&98-32,%7&))2837-+2-æ'%280=6)/-2(0)-28)6)78
among the youth in Manipuri folk music.
U28,)368,%78A8,)6)%6)1%2=*30/86%(-8-327A
&988,)=%6)238;)00O/23;2@%77)(3236%00=*63132)
generation to the next, they also keep changing with time.
In Manipur itself, we have more than 50 communities,
with many religions and tribes and a vast variety of folk
songs”, Mangka explains.

Mangka plays the Pena during a performance at
the Sangai Khunung Festival, Imphal 2017
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Mangka enjoys performing with the child artistes her students at Laihui, during the same event

Mangka, who is currently pursuing her Masters in

%2+%8,)0,3-29A;,37,)'%007 3&3/I+6%2(138,)6JA

Sociology, throws light on the Moirang Sai tradition.

8%9+,8,)68,)%68-28,)+969O7,-7,=%86%(-8-32C%2(7,)

U3-6%2+%--732)3*8,)1%.3686%(-8-32%0&%00%(7A;,-',

0)%628(%2')*631)&%1-0%&%8-A%%2-496-,%1%2

2%66%8)78,)0)+)2(%6=631%28-'7836=3*,%1&%%2(

priestess. Mangka reverentially remembers her teachers.

,3-&-@,)0)%(4)6*361)6-7%0;%=7%0%(=A;,37-2+7

“When I was in eighth grade, I learnt dance at Manipur

and dances simultaneously with traditional instruments,

Government Dance College. I also learnt to play the Pena

played by male or female artistes in the backdrop. I learnt

*631%(1%7,6)).%I8)%',)6J,%2+)1&%1%2+-%2(

3-6%2+%-*63132)3*8,)4-32))67A%2+%8,)0,3-29A

%2(833/%8,6))O=)%6'3967)-2-2(978%2-%2+))8

who is around 90 years now.”

Visharad from Guru M Jiten.”

Mangka has been into music since the time she

)%62-2+%230(%2(6%8,)63&730)8)*30/%68*361

started to talk. It helps that she comes from a family of

,3;):)6(-(238'31);-8,398-877,%6)3*(-*æ'908-)7@ 7

musicians. “People call ours a family of music”, she says

a teenager, whenever Mangka performed or was busy

with a hint of pride. In fact, she learnt music from her

practising, criticism and ridicule came from all corners.

artiste father Mayanglambama Mangangsana, who is a

“At that time, folk music was considered an outdated

6)'-4-)283*78%( -71-00%,,%296%7/%6-2ìíí @

genre, appreciated only by the elderly on their radios. My

Mangka regards her father as an inspiration for

classmates made fun of me, other friends and neighbours

his committed efforts in reviving the folk art forms of

laughed at us, mocking my choices because I didn’t opt

%2-496@);36/7%88,)%2-4962-:)67-8=3* 90896)A

to learn medicine, engineering or commerce like everyone

%2(-78,)(-6)'8363*%-,9-27)1&0)A%4)6*361-2+

)07)@:)21=6)0%8-:)7A;,3;)6)7-2+)67A(-(238+-:)

space in Imphal. While Mangka’s mother Maibam Rebika

much support or appreciation.”

8%/)7'%6)3*'37891)()7-+2%8%-,9-A,)6&638,)6

She often wondered why most of her peers did not learn

%6.-2+A78-00%'300)+)789()2840%=78,))2%A%æ((0)O0-/)

*30/197-'A0)%:)%032)%446)'-%8)-8@U,-7197-'-7%4%683*

traditional instrument.

our culture, and one cannot be called an educated person, if

)64%6)287)2'396%+)(%2+/%830)%623-6%2+%-A
;,-',7,)(-(%88,)%+)3*2-2)@U31),3;A.978&)+%2
loving it for its unique and dramatic style,” she says.

one is not aware of their own culture, their music tradition(s)
and do not know how to appreciate it,” she reckons.
,639+,8,-74,%7)A-8;%7%2+/%T74%6)287;,3
7944368)(,)6',3-')7%2(7833(&=,)6@)6138,)6
tirelessly took her around and accompanied her to many

Moirang Sai is one of the major
traditional ballads, which narrates
the legendary romantic story of
Khamba and Thoibi
10 |
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places for shows and events. She also advised her to
turn a deaf ear to gossip, especially if she believed she
was doing the right thing. “My mother learnt everything
;-8,1);,)6):)6;)28@:)2-*%18,)32)7-2+-2+32
stage, she silently sings in her heart,” Mangka warmly
acknowledges her mother’s steady support.

2ìíîA8,-2+7&)+%2838962%6392(*36%2+/%

listeners all over the country, as they are riveted by the

when her song titled ‘Hada Samaton’ was chosen as the

beauty and drama of her performances, the language

8,)1)*368,)28)62%8-32%03033962%1)28,)0(-2

barrier notwithstanding.

14,%0@,)8)0):-7-32',%22)014,%040%=)(-8*368)2

In recent years, she has enthralled audiences at the

consecutive days and everyone, including her detractors,

Ziro Festival of Music in Arunachal Pradesh (2015),

began to hum the song. She had won over her critics.

%.%78,%228)62%8-32%030/)78-:%0IìíîJ%2(8,)

All India Radio, Imphal subsequently invited Mangka
836)46)7)282(-%%88,)7)'32()(-8-323*8,) 7-%O
%'-æ' 63%('%78-2+2-32I

J%(-332+)78-:%0

328)97-')78-:%0%83%Iìíî J@
%2+/%T7.3962)=%7%2%68-78)(6%;7-274-6%8-32*631
her roots and exposure to the folk tradition. “I grew up

%8 3031&3@U8;%71=æ67873034)6*361%2')32%

0-78)2-2+831%2=*30/732+7%88,)*)78-:%03*%-%6%3&%

big platform, and I was overwhelmed, excited and also

Q%2-14368%28*)78-:%0()4-'8-2+8,)'90896)3*%2-496-

scared. Indeed, it was an honour to represent India and

people with traditional music and dance. Folk music

my lovely state Manipur and I felt proud to introduce

is universal, and passes through generations, largely

our rich culture and tradition through music. I also got

8,639+,36%086%271-77-32@79%00=A-8(3)72T8)<-78-232)

831))8%68-78)7*631(-**)6)28'39286-)70-/),%-0%2(A

rigid form; in every region, community, village, family, and

36)%A6%2A-2+%436)A 9786%0-%A%0%=7-%%2(6-%2/%AV

sometimes even in the performances of a singer over

she says of her experience on an international stage.

8-1)A-81%=,%:)79&80)367-+2-æ'%28:%6-%8-327@%',

88,)%+)3*î A%2+/%6)0)%7)(,)6()&98%0&91
Chingda SatpiAI1)%2-2+S,)32)8,%8+63;7-28,),-007TJA
a compilation of ten folk melodies of Manipur composed

4)6*361%2')-87)0*1%=&)92-59)Q%2(8,%8-78,)&)%98=
of folk music.”
An exciting opportunity to collaborate with a

by her father Mangangsana. On stage, Mangka is grace

Portuguese band Cl came her way and the resulting

4)6732-æ)(%77,)13:)7838,)6,=8,1A;-)0(-2+8,)

album called T(h)ree - a musical journey from Portugal to

Pena and dressed in phanek (a traditional Manipuri

Asia, was released in 2017. “My track Nura Pakhang (Eu

7%632+J;-8,ç3;)67%2(*)%8,)67'63;2-2+,)6032+

e Tu) in the album is a romantic love song, composed by

86)77)7@)6)<')48-32%0:3'%0%&-0-8=786-/)7%',36(;-8,

1=*%8,)6@28)6)78-2+0=A;)2):)61)8%2=32)*631 0 -2
person but only connected through mails,” she reveals.
U )78,)8-'46)7)28%8-32-759-28)77)28-%083%%-,9-

Mangka regards her father,
Mangangsana, as an inspiration for his
committed efforts in reviving the folk
art forms of Manipur

performance,” Mangka maintains since it has to appeal to
contemporary audiences. “We have to modernise without
straying away from the original form. As artistes, it is
our responsibility to give the best presentation possible
without compromise,” she says with passion.
Between shows and performances, Mangka always
has a packed schedule. Studies go hand in hand with
her practice, research and tutoring around 300 children
%8%-,9-@U!),%:)%&)88)6',%2')%86):-:-2+*30/%687^
music by introducing them to youngsters. I believe children
are our future, and I try to spend as much time with them
%7'%2@V-2')7,)78%68)(8)%',-2+%8%-,9--2ìíîìA
136)',-0(6)2%6).3-2-2+8,)1@
U%1136)8,%2,%44=;-8,1=.3962)=73*%6A
but I am aware there is still a long way to go. I hope to
continue learning and improving my skills as an artiste.
Also, I would love to collaborate with many artistes from
around the world and take our beautiful music to distant
lands. Someday, I wish I could start an institution where
children could be taught academics as well as music,”

Mangka poses for a photo with artistes from Laihui before
a performance. Standing to the left is her father
M Mangangsana and to the right is her brother Marjing,
both of them holding the Pena.

she says about her hopes for the future. Indeed, it is
amazing when young people embrace folk art and learn
83)<46)778,)17)0:)78,639+,-8@,)28,)6)-778-00,34)
of sustaining our rich cultural traditions.
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IN THE NEWS

SUHANI JALOTA
THE MYNA WHO SPOKE
ABOUT MENSTRUATION
When all of us avidly watched the royal wedding in Britain recently, we heard
that the kind-hearted Meghan Markle skipped the traditional wedding gift
registry and instead asked her guests to make donations to seven organisations.
One of the charities happened to be the Myna Mahila Foundation that works
with taboo issues like menstruation and women’s hygiene among low-income
groups in Mumbai. NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI speaks to Suhani Jalota and her
colleagues to piece together a story on the Foundation’s work, and of course
their excitement at meeting the queen!

Meghan Markle visits the Myna Mahila Foundation in 2017

12 |
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t is anathema to talk about menstruation in India.

8,)()130-8-323*8,)-6,31)7@3(%=A8,-736+%2-7%8-32

Period. An organisation in Mumbai, however, is trying

provides loans to thousands of needy women across

to break the taboos surrounding menstrual hygiene

the country.

by allowing women access to inexpensive sanitary pads
%2(74)'-æ'-2*361%8-32328,)834-'%88,)-6(33678)4@
,)&6%-2&),-2(8,)=2%%,-0%392(%8-32-7

Jalota wished to become a social health entrepreneur
after visiting the slums and meeting the Mahila Milan
8)%1A;,-','6)%8)77)0*O7978%-2-2+,)%08,O6)0%8)(

ìO=)%6O30(91&%-/%6A9,%2-%038%@)6',%6-8=-7

36+%2-7%8-3271%2%+)()28-6)0=&=8,)03;O-2'31)

32)3*7):)236+%2-7%8-327Q%2(8,)320=32)3987-()

communities for which they exist. She left for Duke

8,)2-8)(-2+(31Q8,%8;-00&)2)æ8*631(32%8-327

2-:)67-8=-2 -2ìíîì8349679)%&%',)036T7()+6))

%6-7-2+3983*8,);)((-2+3*6-2')%66=%2()+,%2

in economics and global health.

%6/0)@,)'3940)+%:)948,)86%(-8-32%0;)((-2++-*8

%038%&)'%1)%)0-77%%2(39+286)46)2)967,-4

registry and instead asked guests to donate to a handful

*)003;%89/)2-:)67-8=%2(78%68)()<4036-2+-()%7

of charities of their choice. Markle, the new Duchess

to empower women in Mumbai’s slums. Myna Mahila

of Sussex, was so impressed by the Foundation’s work

392(%8-32;%78,97&362-292)ìíîA%2(8,)æ678

following a visit to Mumbai last year that she selected

sanitary pads were produced in July.

them to receive donations from her wedding.
While studying for her International Baccalaureate at
met Nobel Peace Prize nominee Jockin Arputham and
8,)%,-0%-0%28)%1%74%683*%7',330463.)'8@%,-0%
-0%2;%7*361)(-2î

A;,)2,92(6)(73*;31)2

who resided on Mumbai’s pavements united to thwart

Reportedly, around 320
million women in India do not
have access to sanitary pads

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

Dhirubhai Ambani International School in 2011, Jalota

Suhani Jalota wins the Queen of England’s Young Leader award.
Here she is seen receiving the award from none other than Queen Elizabeth 11
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A menstrual hygiene survey was conducted on 1,000

and dark places such as under their bed or in a corner

+-607-2%8;%6%6)/,'314392(@,)6)790873*8,)

of their bathroom. In such conditions, bacteria would

survey were shocking. It found most girls and women

grow, causing irritation and leading to a host of other

were using cloth rags or a combination of rags and pads

problems such as urinary tract and vaginal infections

(using rags when in their home, pads when they went

and bad odours. Appallingly, the rags were often shared

3987-()J@,)6%+7;)6)6%6)0=;%7,)(4634)60=@20=

%132+*%1-0=1)1&)67@,-7'390('%97)&033(&362)

2.3 per cent of cloth rag users would disinfect them by

-2*)'8-3270-/) 83746)%(@

washing with hot water and soap and drying them under
direct sunlight.
79%00=A8,);31)2A-00O%8O)%7)%&3988,)-6
menstruation, would hide the washed cloth rags in dank

,),-8',A%''36(-2+838,)392(%8-32A-7
accessibility, not availability. Reportedly, around 320
million women in India do not have access to sanitary
pads. Menstruation is a taboo topic and there is stigma
and shame associated with buying pads as medical
stores usually have male shopkeepers.
Patriarchal social and religious norms prevalent
in India mean that even today many girls do not play
sports and are isolated from male family members
(96-2+1)27869%8-32@,)='%2238)28)68,)/-8',)2A
places of worship or talk about their periods.
,-7-7;,)6)=2%%,-0%392(%8-3278)44)(-283
6)730:)8,)7)-779)7@,)',%6-8=23;)1403=7%6392(
15 women to make the pads, providing them with safe
and stable work while shattering myths and taboos.
Another 20 women travel around the slums, educating
women about menstruation and providing the pads at
affordable prices.
Another survey in May 2016 showed that the charity
,%(&))2%&0)836)%',îAíí;31)2%'6377æ:)70917
in less than a year. In April last year, a meeting was
conducted for 100 local doctors who were informed
%&3988,)392(%8-32T7;36/@290=A'0%77)7-22+0-7,A
0-*)7/-007A'31498)60-8)6%'=A7)0*O()*)2')%2(,)%08,
education for the Myna staff were started.
,)398498,%7&))24,)231)2%0%7æ+96)77,3;@
More than 500,000 pads have been manufactured so
far and dispensed to girls and women across 15 slums.
More than 3,000 women who earlier used only rags now
use the Myna pads. It has resulted in better women’s
health, empowered women and provided higher

PHOTOS: MYNA MAHILA FOUNDATION

78%2(%6(73*0-:-2+*36%00@,)392(%8-32)<4)'8783
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reach 10,000 women by the end of this year.
“Often, when we go to houses and they hear the word
MC (menstrual cycle) they giggle or get angry and shut
8,)-6(3367@!)/23'/%+%-2%2(8)008,)1;);)6).978

Impressed by her visit in 2017,
Markle even wrote about it in
Time magazine, lauding the
work of the Foundation
NAARI
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0-/)8,)1Q97-2+30('038,%2(7,=-2+*6318,)834-'@

manager, the association with Myna has been life

But, now we know this is nothing to be embarrassed

',%2+-2+@,)=,%:).9786)8962)(*6318,)%032+

about! I encourage women and men to speak about this

;-8,%038%%*8)6%88)2(-2+8,);)((-2+3*6-2')%66=

openly and explain how to use the products,” says Myna

and Meghan Markle and they were most excited to catch

team member Sapna.

a glimpse not of the royal family but of Priyanka Chopra

“I only used cloth when we lived on the streets.

and Oprah Winfrey! Slum dweller Ambre (25), who could

I could dry the cloth outside. When we moved to a

not afford to go to college, says going abroad has been a

building, I had to hide it under my bed and only wash it

dream come true.

with cold water. Since I started to use pads, I can do all

So, how did Jalota meet the newest entrant to

my work without fear. My girls are very happy with them

Britain’s royal family? A couple of years ago, Jalota won

too,” says Amina.

Glamour magazine’s College Women of the Year award

In March this year, the ‘Sponsor a Girl’ campaign was

and received $20,000 for Myna Mahila Foundation. She

0%92',)(83463:-()4%(783íí+-607%'6377æ:)70917

spoke about the work of her charity to the audience at

in Mumbai. Jalota, however, insists the charity is not

length. One of the guests in the audience happened to

320=%&3981%/-2+4%(7@,)=2%7,3434)2)(%88,)

be Meghan Markle, who herself is a passionate advocate

beginning of this year stocks books, toys and clothes

for women’s rights.

that the charity collects through its networks. Slum
dwellers can come and pick what they want.
,)',%6-8='32(9'87291)6397796:)=7%&398

Markle was so moved by the speech that she
resolved to visit Mumbai and see the small factory
;,)6)+6392(O&6)%/-2+;36/;%7&)-2+(32)83&6)%/

menstrual hygiene awareness, sanitary pad disposal,

taboos around menstruation. Impressed by her visit

women’s health and employment. Workshops, courses

in 2017, Markle even wrote about it in Time magazine,

and lectures are conducted weekly and some select

0%9(-2+8,);36/3*8,)392(%8-32@,)',)66=328,)

;31)2%6)%07386%-2)(8334)6%8)7%2-8%6=4%(1-'63O

cake was the invitation to the wedding of course.

franchises themselves.
From the surveys conducted, Myna found that

Jalota is heading to America’s Stanford School
of Medicine in September to pursue a PhD in health

mothers wanted opportunities to work at home so

430-'=@,),%7;328,)9))2T7#392+)%()6 ;%6(A

they could take care of their children and earn money

which was handed to her by none other than Queen

7-1908%2)3970=@,)',%6-8=-786=-2+83'6)%8)46374)'87

0->%&)8,@,);%28783;36/;-8,92()6O46-:-0)+)(

so that the women can sew bags and garments at home

women all her life, she says. And, she wants them to

and connect them to a marketplace.

come into the open like a chattering bird (myna)

For Archana Ambre, distribution manager at the
392(%8-32A%2()&36%,%7A463(9'8-32%2(

and talk about the challenges they face so that
answers can be found.
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COLLECTIONS

AN ODE TO INDIAN
MEDICINE
Sir Henry Solomon Wellcome teamed up with his friend Silas Burroughs to set
up a famous pharmaceutical company -- Wellcome Burroughs. Here, we narrate
the story of Henry Wellcome’s passion for amassing artefacts connected with
medicine, health and body, which resulted in a collection so rich and vast that it
dwarfed many museums in Europe at that time, including the Louvre.
The collection got scattered after his death but recently, manuscripts in Sanskrit
and Tibetan, paintings, surgical tools, and diagrams from his huge collection
on early Indian medicine went on display in London. In an exhibition titled
‘Ayurvedic Man: Encounters with Indian medicine’, the artefacts were showcased
at the Wellcome Museum in Euston Road and were on display till April this year.
NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI trudged to the Museum to speak with the curator
for a story exclusively for Naari
PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY: WELLCOME LIBRARY, LONDON

I

2î îîA%2 1)6-'%2O 6-8-7,4,%61%')98-'%0

%2( =96:)(%A%')2896-)7O30(&98):30:-2+7)83*

entrepreneur dispatched a young Indian doctor from

medical practices translating to ‘the knowledge of long

32(32832(-%83'300)'81%8)6-%06)0%8-2+838,)

0-*)TA*)%896)(%27/6-8A)67-%2%2(-&)8%21%297'6-487

46%'8-')3* =96:)(-'1)(-'-2)@,)8%7/;%71)%2883

%7;)00%740)28=3*%68;36/7@,)!)00'31) 300)'8-32

take him no more than a year, but Paira Mall ended up

,%7%6392( Aííí1%297'6-487-213783*8,)1%.36

spending the next 10 years of his life as an agent for Sir

2(3O 6=%20%2+9%+)7A-2'09(-2+-2(-A%0%=%0%1A

)26=303132!)00'31)A86%:)00-2+;-()0=32&),%0*

92.%&-A%27/6-8A-2,%0)7)A%1-0%2(6(9@

3*8,)!)00'31)-7836-'%0)(-'%097)91-22(-%

í732;%6(7A

Wellcome became a voracious collector of items and

Newly unearthed letters from Wellcome’s archives

3&.)'876)0%8-2+838,),-7836=3*1)(-'-2)@ =8,)8-1)

chart the 11 years of correspondence between Mall and

of his death in 1936, his collection dwarfed some of

,314732A8,)'96%8363*8,)!)00'31)97)91@
!-8,8,)-68%0)73*O(%=86)/7A&63/)2'%1)6%7%2(

9634)T71378*%1397197)917%2(;%7%6392(æ:)
8-1)78,%83*8,)39:6)F

Jaegar rugs, excerpts from these letters give a colourful

Dr Mall, FRCS, was also picked for the task because

-27-+,8-283%00T7)**3687@,)7)0)88)67;)6)32)3*8,)

3*,-7463æ'-)2'=-22(-%20%2+9%+)7@);%7%7/)(83

-8)1732(-740%=%88,)!)00'31) 300)'8-32T7U8,39+,8O

“make a research among the manuscripts in the various

463:3/-2+V)<,-&-8-32S =96:)(-'%2B2'3928)67;-8,

0-&6%6-)7-28,)46-2'-4%02%8-:)78%8)7A:->%7,1-6A

2(-%2)(-'-2)T8,%8)2()(32  46-0Aìíî @
,-7)<,-&-8-32A;,-',*3'97)(322(-%21)(-'-2)
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%2(8,)%6%78A+%8,)6-2+1%297'6-487%2(3&.)'87@
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A meditator shown with chakras and
kundalini – gouache on paper, 19th century
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Illustration showing a Zodiac Man, with Persian
annotations, watercolour, 19th century

Raksha Kali or Durga - Deity of Epidemics,
watercolour, 1920

botanical plants and how they were used by indigenous

“The anatomical maps in our
collections, such as The Ayurvedic
Man, are mostly based on male
anatomy, unless it deals with
pregnancy or birth”

43490%8-327A%7,);%7-28,)3&.)'87*368,)197)91AV
she explained. “Some were taken to Wellcome’s
pharmaceutical laboratories to be turned into products
to sell in the West.”
Mall had a tricky time in India, often haggling with
avaricious folks and persuading them to part with
8,)-61%297'6-487%86)%732%&0)46-')7@-7)'0)'8-'
acquisitions would go on to include Sanskrit medical
1%297'6-487A)67-%2-009786%8)(86)%8-7)7A-&)8%2

6%:%2'36)A;-8,8,)496437)3*1%/-2+%2,-7836-'%0

anatomical maps, and animated gouache paintings to

%2(7'-)28-æ'789(=3*%2'-)28-2(331)(-'-2)V@

)638-'1%29%07%2(%2-1%0O7,%4)(796+-'%083307@

,)1%-23&.)'83*,-7.3962)=&)-2+83U86%270%8)

were carefully uncovered and scrutinised before

Arabic, etc., and Oriental languages all possible matters

8,)=;)2832(-740%=%88,))<,-&-8-32-232(32@,)

of interest connected with the history of medicine from

')286)4-)');%7%92-59)î 8,')2896=)4%0)7)

8,))%60-)788-1)7-28,)%78V@

painting in pen and watercolour titled Ayurvedic Man.

Sifting through the letters exchanged between Mall

18 |

,)1%8)6-%07A79',%78,)0)88)67%2(1%297'6-487A

%2(6)'36(*6311%297'6-487-2%27/6-8A-2(978%2-A

(the exhibition has drawn its title from this painting)

%2(,314732;%7%2)=)O34)2)6A7%-(8,)!)00'31)

3686%=-2+%æ+96);-8,,-7-28)62%036+%27)<437)(A-8

Museum curator Barbara Rodriguez Munoz during

is annotated with a holy verse punctuated with errors

our conversation. “Mall was an agent of medical

7-2')-8;%74)22)(&=%'%00-+6%4,)6238ç9)28

/23;0)(+)%7;)00%7%'300)'836@);%7%7-28)6)78)(-2

in Sanskrit.
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Curcuma longa (turmeric) from
The Indian Medicinal Plants and Drugs, 1812

Ayurvedic Man also includes extracts from one

The Holy Cow personified as World Mother, Raja Ravi Varma,
chromolithograph, late 19th/early 20th century

3*8,)îìO:3091)Hortus Indicus Malabaricus. Compiled

of the foundational texts of Ayurveda, the Susruta

&)8;))2î %2(î &=)2(6-/:%2,))()A%

Samhita, which is some of the earliest works of Indian

'311%2()63*8,)98',%782(-% 314%2=A8,-7

1)(-'%00-8)6%896)@,-7'314)2(-91+-:)7%639+,

mammoth work of taxonomy draws on knowledge from

idea of medical procedures including bloodletting

scholarly Brahmins and local physicians, and is still

and rhinoplasty, or nasal reconstruction, that predate

6)0):%288313()62&-3O(-:)67-8=@,)'3146),)27-:)

modern surgery and are presented alongside surgical

86)%8-7)()%07;-8,8,)ç36%04634)68-)73*8,)

instruments. A range of other practices including

Western Ghats.

enemas, vigorous massage, dietetics and intense yoga

,))<,-&-8-32%073(-740%=)(40%28(6%;-2+7

postures, are depicted in a series of colourful Company

used in Ayurvedic healing, including those that led to

',3304%-28-2+7@,)7);)6)7,3;2;-8,%2-286-'%8)0=

spice trade explorations such as turmeric and pepper.

'%6:)()2)1%7=6-2+)*6316-%2/%A)14,%7-7-2+8,)
private yet intrusive nature of some of these methods.

Public health policies of the British colonial
administration had a key impact on the development

2'3928)67&)8;))2'3032-%0%2(-2(-+)2397

of Indian medicine. Documents relating to the science

botanical knowledge were represented by an edition

of smallpox inoculation, engravings of colonial hospital
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An Indian in a yogic posture in
a 19th century gouache painting

The exhibition also featured
photographs of women doctors
and midwives in the early
20th century and a letter
from Mahatma Gandhi (1935)
outlining his opinion on
birth control
buildings and photographs documenting plague
prevention measures outline the tensions between
Illustrated medical samples of the Four Tantras, Tibeto-Mongolian
manuscript, ink and watercolour on paper, 19th century

authorities and local communities, the empire
and colony.
'311-77-32&=%68-78%2.-8%2(%0+%32/%6'6377O
examined the responses to the outbreak of plague
-2 31&%=-2î

@,);36/'3146-7)(%()8%-0)(

drawing that reimagined the events that took place,
along with an interactive digital platform which allowed
visitors to zoom into additional material from
!)00'31) 300)'8-32T7-&6%6=A32(32A%2(8,) 7-%8-'
-&6%6=A91&%-@
Sri Lankan enema syringe,
ivory, 1751-1800

1%+)732(-740%=%073-2'09()(,)30= 3;!360(
38,)6A%',63130-8,3+6%4,&=%.%%:- %61%(%8-2+
*6318,)0%8)î 8,^)%60=ìí8,')2896=@87,3;)(8,)'3;

Woman singing below an
aubergine plant, a 19th century
watercolour with pencil
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%7%7=1&303*,)%08,%2(%&92(%2')Q1-0/-76):)6)(
-2 =96:)(-'8)<87%732)3*8,)496)78*33(7@,)0%'/

The exhibition was a great place
for visitors to delve deeper into the
roots of Ayurveda. To top it all,
local groups and visitors could share
their Ayurvedic recipes using eight
healing ingredients

The Ayurvedic Man, 18th Century

Sanskrit manuscript from the Karma Vipākagenre,
meaning ‘the ripening of karma’, 1469

of women’s voices in medical history collections was

and a letter from Mahatma Gandhi (1935) outlining his

%;/;%6(*36923>@U,)%2%831-'%01%47-2396

opinion on birth control.

'300)'8-327A79',%7,) =96:)(-'%2A%6)13780=

+39%',)*6318,))%60=î 8,')2896=()4-'8)(

based on male anatomy, unless it deals with pregnancy

%2%2-4,=7-'-%2%(:-7-2+%2%2<-39714)636

36&-68,@:)2)638-'1%29%07;)6)46-1%6-0=(-6)'8)(

Aurangzeb worried about his lovesick son. A

at the male ruling classes,” she said. A section in the

19th century watercolour showed wrestlers in

exhibition was dedicated to acknowledging this void.

%2%/,%6%@ %27/6-81%297'6-48(%8-2+*631î 

2)3*8,).);)07,)6);%7S!31%27-2+-2+

started with a salutation to the sage Dhanvantari,

below the aubergine plant’, a painting in the traditional

physician of the gods and the god of Ayurveda. It is

%0-+,%878=0)@

from the genre known as karma vipaka, or the ripening

Munoz said she chose to include this image because
aubergines have been used in indigenous Indian
1)(-'-2)8386)%8'32(-8-3276%2+-2+*631-2ç%11%8-32A

of karma.
Munoz pointed out: “At a time, when we are
fascinated by different approaches to health, Ayurvedic

asthma and neuralgia to heart problems, ulcers and

%26)ç)'8732,3;S%08)62%8-:)T1)(-'%046%'8-')7

cholera. “I wanted to stress how a great deal of this

):30:)%2(8,))2'3928)678,%87,%4)8,)1@,)

1)(-'%0/23;0)(+)-7(31)78-'A%734437)(83'3(-æ)(

)<,-&-8-3259)78-327238-3273*%98,)28-'-8=%2(6)ç)'87

or professional and has been used by women for

on the ownership of heritage, both medical and cultural,

generations,” she explained.

all the while examining our own collections and history.”

,)630)3*+)2()6-22(-%21)(-'-2);%7%073

,))<,-&-8-32;%7%+6)%840%')*36:-7-836783()0:)

()%08;-8,8,639+,%'300)'8-323*3&.)'876)0%8-2+83

())4)6-2838,)633873* =96:)(%@3834-8%00A03'%0

childbirth and family planning, including an early erotic

groups and visitors could share their Ayurvedic recipes

manuscript and a gouache painting depicting the

using eight healing ingredients. Visually stunning, the

mythological story of a bird recommending a Caesarean

exhibition started as a fascinating preamble to Indian

7)'8-32@,))<,-&-8-32%073*)%896)(4,383+6%4,73*

medicine, but quickly opened out into the exploration of

women doctors and midwives in the early 20th century

a heritage that is curative.
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TRAILBLAZERS

INDIA’S FIRST
FEMALE PHYSICIAN
March 31, 2018 marked the 152nd birth anniversary of Dr Anandibai Joshi. Few
UHPHPEHURUHYHQNQRZDERXW,QGLD·VÀUVWODG\GRFWRUZKREUDYHGDOORGGVDQG
ill-health to study medicine. It is so common today for a woman to travel abroad
to study medicine but back in the 1800s, it was not the norm. But, driven by a
desire to serve women patients who were ready to die rather than be examined by
a male physician, Anandibai Joshi set sail to America and returned with a degree in
obstetrics and gynaecology. NIVEDITA CHAUDURI pieces together the life of
Anandibai Joshi, who has a crater on Venus named after her today,
for a NaariWULEXWHWRWKHÀUVWIHPDOHSK\VLFLDQLQWKHFRXQWU\
ILLUSTRATION: TARA ANAND

S

,);%78,)æ678 6%,1-2;31%2830)%:)8,)2(-%2

the time, encouraged her to study and enrolled her in

shores and risk being ostracised to obtain an

school at an early age. When she was six, Joshi’s father

)(9'%8-32@,)()æ)(+)2()678)6)38=4)7%2(8,)

6)'69-8)(%(-78%286)0%8-:)2%1)(34%06%3Q%4378%0

78-ç-2+A86%(-8-32%0236173*8,)8-1)83&)'31)2(-%T7

'0)6/ìí=)%67,)67)2-36Q8389836,)6@#%192%%2(

æ678*)1%0)4,=7-'-%2-2î

34%06%3T78)%',)6O789()286)0%8-327,-48962)(-283%

@)6,97&%2(T792;%:)6-2+

support gave her the strength to pursue an education and

lifelong bond, when they married three years later. And,

ç=-28,)*%')3*86%(-8-32@28,)463')77A 2%2(-&%-37,-

as was the custom then, her husband changed her name

opened the gates to many young women in India, who

to Anandi.

wanted a life outside the home and kitchen.

2%2(-&%-+%:)&-68,838,)-6æ678',-0(;,)27,);%7

If you read a heartfelt address made by Anandibai to

1)(-'%0'%6)*36;31)2%2(',-0(6)2@)636()%0%2(8,)

)2)6%0%8 )2+%0T7)6%1436) 300)+)-2î

subsequent grief spurred her to study medicine so that

A=39+)8

a glimpse of what motivated her to pursue her almost

she could “help the many who cannot help themselves”,

impossible goal at that time: “I go to America because

%77,)0%8)6;638)-2,)6'300)+)%440-'%8-32@,39+,

;-7,83789(=1)(-'-2)@%(-)7A&38,9634)%2%2(

people today will criticise Gopalrao for marrying a

Native, are naturally averse to expose themselves in

child, he was however most supportive of her desire to

cases of emergency to treatment by doctors of the other

become a physician. In fact, one of Gopalrao’s terms for

sex. In my humble opinion, there is a growing need for

marrying Yamuna was that he be allowed to direct her

-2(90%(=(3'8367-22(-%A%2(:30928))68359%0-*=

education and that she should be willing to read and

myself for one.”

write. “You will have to be wiser than I am. You are going

,)4-32))6-2+1)(-';%7&362-283%2368,3(3<

22 |

îA&98,)6&%&=7320-:)(*36320=îí(%=7(9)830%'/3*

a group of listeners that included the American Consul

to learn what I don’t know and what none of these men

Brahmin family in Bombay Presidency (present day

I6)%(368,3(3<-2(97J;-00):)6/23;AV;)6)34%06%3T7

%,%6%7,86%J-2î @,);%72%1)(#%192%@)6

inspiring words to his young bride. Quite unusual in a

*%8,)6A%24%86%3A786%=-2+*6318,)%+)O30(236173*

patriarchal society!
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,)463+6)77-:)8,-2/-2+34%06%38,)2;638)83
%2 1)6-'%21-77-32%6=A3=%0!-0()6A-2î

íA%&398

2%2(-&%-T7()7-6)83789(=1)(-'-2)-28,)2-8)(

culture and religion. “As a rule, we Indian women suffer
*631-2291)6%&0)86-ç-2+(-7)%7)792238-')(928-08,)=
+63;7)6-397Dæ*8=4)6')28(-)-28,)46-1)3*8,)-6

States and inquiring about a suitable post for himself to

youth of disease arising partly through ignorance and

be able to accompany her. Wilder offered to help on the

loathsomeness to communicate of the parties concerned,

'32(-8-328,%88,)'3940)'32:)6883 ,6-78-%2-8=@,-7

and partly through the carelessness of their guardians or

clause was not acceptable to the Joshis.

husbands,” she had lamented.

,)'366)7432()2')&)8;))234%06%3%2(!-0()6
however wasn’t fruitless. Wilder got the letter published
in Princeton’s Missionary Review and it caught the eye of
,)3(-'-% %64)28)6A%2%*ç9)280%(=*631);)67)=A
who happened to read it while waiting to see her dentist.
Anandibai’s plea to be able to study medicine to help
her country women and Gopalrao’s unstinting support
for his wife touched her and she wrote to them offering
Anandibai accommodation.
,)3(-'-%%2( 2%2(-&%-)<',%2+)(1%2=0)88)67
-2;,-',8,)=(-7'977)(A%132+38,)679&.)'87A

“In my humble opinion, there is a
growing need for Hindu lady doctors
in India, and I volunteer to qualify
myself for one”
—DR ANANDIBAI JOSHI’S SPEECH
AT BENGAL’S SERAMPORE COLLEGE IN 1883
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,)6);)6) 1)6-'%2%2(9634)%21-77-32%6=

suffering country women the true medical aid they so

women physicians in India, but they were quite often

sadly stand in need of, and which they would rather die

92%;%6)%2(921-2(*903*8,)'9783173*-2(9

8,%2%'')48%88,),%2(3*%1%0)4,=7-'-%2@,):3-')

4%8-)287@,97A-2(9;31)2(-(238%0;%=7+)88,)&)78

of humanity is with me and I must not fail. My soul is

of medical care.

moved to help the many who cannot help themselves.”

By then, Gopalrao was posted to Serampore in Bengal.

Anandibai was granted admission and a scholarship

Anandibai was quite ill and suffered from constant

83'3:)6,)6()+6))@,))%2%073%7/)( 2%2(-&%-83

headaches, fever, weakness and breathlessness.

78%=-2,)6,397)8-007,),%(æ2-7,)(,)6789(-)7@)-

,)3(-'-%3*8)27)28,)61)(-'-2)7*631 1)6-'%%2(

/%1-%2(%&%870%1&330=Q8,)æ678*)1%0)1)(-'7

her backing was invaluable and both struck up a strong

-2%4%2%2(=6-%6)74)'8-:)0=Q;)6) 2%2(-&%-T7

friendship. Worried that his wife might get deterred

batchmates. At her college, Anandibai showed a

from her goal, Gopalrao convinced Anandibai to travel to

preference for obstetrics and gynaecology

1)6-'%32,)63;2@);%28)(,)6837)8%2)<%140)

and also stressed on traditional women’s knowledge

for other women in India. In one of her speeches to the

over interventional birthing techniques such as the

community at Serampore College, she spoke of the

use of forceps.

condemnation they faced at the hands of orthodox

,)',-00=;)%8,)6%2(:)+)8%6-%2(-)88,%8 2%2(-&%-

-2(97A;,3;)6)%+,%788,%8%;31%2;%28)(83'6377

followed in America made her unwell again. She had

the ‘black waters’ (kaala pani) and study abroad.

&))2*3003;-2+-2(9'9783176)0-+-3970=A/23;-2+

Anandibai, however, managed to win over the

8,%8%00)=)7&%'/-22(-%;)6)32,)6@))4-2+8,-7

orthodox sections of society by stating that she would

-21-2(A7,),%():)2;362%7%6-83,)6æ6780)'896)F

*3003;%00-2(9'978317-2 1)6-'%@U;-00+3%7%-2(9A

)6(-77)68%8-32;%732AS&78)86-'7 132+8,) 6=%2

%2('31)&%'/,)6)830-:)%7%-2(9AV7,)7%-(@)6

-2(337T%2( 2%2(-&%-6)')-:)(,)6@@-21)(-'-2)-2

passionate discourse earned her the support of the

%6',î

orthodox strata and she received the princely sum of

in her celebrations, and The Philadelphia Post wrote,

7îíí83*90æ0,)6(6)%1@,)730(,)6.);)00)6=%2(

U-880)6737,));,3+6%(9%8)(;-8,,-+,,323967-2

survived a long sea voyage to reach America in June

her class, received quite an ovation.” Queen Victoria too

î

sent her a congratulatory message and so did social

@,);%7)7'368)(&=8;3*)1%0)%'59%-28%2')73*

A%88,)1)6)%+)3*ìí@ 1)6-'%8336).3-')(

%22+0-7,(3'836@,);%7;)0'31)(-2);#36/

6)*361)6%2(*6))(31æ+,8)63/1%2=%-0%/@2*%'8A,)

by her friend Carpenter who instantly carted her off to

pledged to send her Rs 100 after he heard of her dream

her family home.

to open a medical college for women in India. A visibly

Anandibai stayed with Carpenter and eventually
studied at the Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania
I23;/23;2%76)<)02-:)67-8= 300)+)3*)(-'-2)J@

sick Dr Anandibai boarded the ship for India, along with
,)6,97&%2(;,3,%(.3-2)(,)6*36,)6+6%(9%8-32@
Dr Anandibai received a grand welcome back in

78%&0-7,)(-2î íA8,)'300)+);%78,)7)'32(

2(-%-2î

medical institution in the world set up to train women in

,)6%7(3'836O-2O',%6+)3*8,)*)1%0);%6(%88,)03'%0

medicine and offer them the M.D. degree.
Anandibai wrote to the college Dean, Rachel Bodley,

@,)46-2')0=78%8)3*30,%496%443-28)(

0&)68(;%6(374-8%0@,)%'')48)(8,)3**)6A&98
as irony would have it, she never managed to practise

%7/-2+*36%(1-77-32838,)'300)+)BU,)()8)61-2%8-32

the very medicine she had fought so hard for. Fate had

which has brought me to your country against the

chalked out other plans for her. She passed away from

combined opposition of my friends and caste, ought

89&)6'9037-7-2)&69%6=î

to go a long way towards helping me to carry out the

later sent to Carpenter, who had them interred in her

purpose for which I came, i.e. to render to my poor

family cemetery in Poughkeepsie, New York.

A%8.978ìî@)6%7,)7;)6)

Dr Anandibai was a trailblazer, who inspired

Anandibai was granted admission
and a scholarship to cover her degree.
The Dean also asked Anandibai to
stay in her house till she had finished
her studies
24 |
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8,397%2(73*;31)2238'328)28;-8,.978(31)78-'-8=
83789(=%2(49679)8,)-6(6)%17@)67836=,-+,0-+,87
the trials and tribulations, the gender, racial, cultural
and geopolitical barriers she overcame to emerge as the
æ678*)1%0)4,=7-'-%2-22(-%@!)0-:)-2%8-1)A;,)2
;31)2%01378398291&)61)2-28,)æ)0(3*1)(-'-2)
but let us not forget the plucky Dr Anandibai who helped
make it possible.

W H AT ’ S U P AT F E R N A N D E Z ?
A ‘HANDS-ON’ SURGICAL SKILLS
TRAINING WORKSHOP
April 8, 2018
)62%2()>374-8%0,%7&))279'')77*900='32(9'8-2+
%7-'96+-'%0/-0076%-2-2+!36/7,347*368,)0%78
îí=)%6783)2796)%00796+)327%6);)0086%-2)(@,-7
year, 37 delegates from 12 different medical colleges
4%68-'-4%8)(-28,-746%'8-'%0A,%2(7O32;36/7,34
'32(9'8)(&=6#%(1%.%A6 -2%8,%90-%2(

;3',-)*+9)787Q 2(6);0)1-2+A 6-8-7,
)498=-+, 311-77-32)6%2(,%0))596),1%2A
National Coordinator, All India Congress Committee,
New Delhi—were present.
In her introduction, Shipra Gandhi, Foundation
3O36(-2%836A7%-(8,)36+%2-7%8-32,%7)(9'%8)(%2(
)143;)6)(1%2=4)340)-22))(@,)=,%:),)04)(
250 special children, 50 deaf and dumb children,
Dr A Surekha. After a brief overview on the history of
796+)6=A%9(-3^:-()346)7)28%8-3273278)6-0-7%8-32A

300 blind children and 200 underprivileged kids.
“We are glad to conduct different kinds of

autoclaving, suturing techniques and knot tying were

workshops for these underprivileged children. We

also held for the delegates.

%6)%073)<86)1)0=+6%8)*90836:-8%)62%2()>*36
extending her warm support. Our heartful thanks
838,))28-6)8)%13*836/31)%2()62%2()>

FERNANDEZ HELPS ‘TOUCH THE LIVES’
OF UNDERPRIVILEGED CHILDREN

374-8%0AV'32'09()(%2(,-@

April 8, 2018

',%00)2+)(',-0(6)28,639+,%)%08,!36/7,34A,)0(

UPGRADING SKILLS WITH A
DOPPLER COURSE AT FERNANDEZ
HOSPITAL

%8836/31)A %2.%6%-007@,);36/7,34*36ìî

April 13, 14 and 15, 2018

children and 30 guests was conducted by obstetrician

)62%2()>374-8%0T7)4%681)283*)8%0)(-'-2)

%2(+=2%)'303+-786%1)7;%6-96%149(-%2(

'32(9'8)(%,%2(7O323440)6 3967)-2'0-2-'%0

47=',303+-786%97%6,%-/@,)*3'97;%732

3&78)86-'7-2 46-0@,)'3967);%7%-1)(%8-2863(9'-2+

important issues such as menstrual hygiene and

Doppler to delegates and helping them to incorporate it

sexual harassment.

in their obstetric ultrasound practice.

)62%2()>374-8%0.3-2)(,%2(7;-8,39', -*)
Foundation, to educate and enlighten physically
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,)*%'908='327-78)(3**)8%01)(-'-2)'327908%287

spoke of how the presence of midwives during labour

6))8%30%6A6 4%62%944%A6%6-8,%A6;%8-

helped to make the process more comfortable for

Vyas, and Dr Arati Singh. Besides the faculty, other

138,)67@90.,% ,%:%2-)((=A%238,)6138,)67,%6)(

(3'8367;,3+%:)8,),%2(7O3286%-2-2+;)6)6%1%0%

,)6&-68,)<4)6-)2')833@ 327908%281-(;-*)2()6.))8

A66%8-&,%)((=A6))8%2.0- ),0%2(696%&,-

%96A%2(463*)77-32%01-(;-:)7-.-%2()6)7%%073

Dube. Delegates from all over the country appreciated

addressed the gathering.

the course.
Doppler has numerous indications in obstetrics like

(-7'977-3232:%+-2%0&-68,%*8)6 O7)'8-32I

JA

-2(9'8-323*0%&396%2(;%8)6&-68,7;%7,)0(@,)

-14%-6)(40%')28%8-32%2(-87'3140-'%8-3273*46)O

session stressed the importance of empathy, privacy

eclampsia, intrauterine growth restriction and perinatal

and facilitating a supportive birth environment.

death; and assessment of fetal circulation is essential in
the better understanding of the pathophysiology
of a wide range of pathological pregnancies and their
clinical management.

PROFESSIONAL MIDWIVES TAKE OUT
A RALLY AND INTERACT WITH NEW
MOMS AND DADS
May 5, 2018

MIDWIVES CELEBRATE
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE MIDWIFE

,)28)62%8-32%0%=3*8,)-(;-*)IÁìíî J

April, 29, 2018

3*%6-12%+%64%68-'-4%8-2+-2%îí/16%00=@)62%2()>

U-(;-:)70)%(-2+8,);%=;-8,59%0-8='%6)VQ;%78,)

374-8%0T7 327908%28-(;-*)2()6.))8%96%2(7)2-36

theme behind a series of events held to celebrate the

463*)77-32%01-(;-:)7 2-8,%A%0%:%8,-A371-%2(-.-

28)62%8-32%0%=3*8,)-(;-*)IÁìíî J&=8,)

also participated in the rally.

professional midwives of Fernandez hospital.
,)æ678):)28;%7%(-7'977-32322%896%0&-68,-2+

%2( @,)):)286%-7)(%;%6)2)773*8,)2))(*36

shared birth experiences with other expectant

463*)77-32%01-(;-:)7-22(-%@,)&%22)6%2(40%'%6(7

mothers and fathers helping them to reduce the fear

at the rally focussed on the IDM theme : ‘Midwives

of childbirth. Women were encouraged to address their

0)%(-2+8,);%=;-8,59%0-8='%6)@T,)=%073,-+,0-+,8)(

anxieties about labour and birth and it turned out to be

how professional midwifery care can impact health care

a powerful session that helped dispel myths and fears.

in the rural districts to save lives.

9)7874)%/)6 0)/,=%-+%8%49A32)3*836/31)
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,-77)'32():)28;%7,)0(92()68,)'31&-2)(
%)+-73*)62%2()>374-8%0A3:)621)283*)0%2+%2%

*36138,)67O83O&),)0(%8836/31)@38,)67

138,)67A7,)(0-+,8328,)&)2)æ873*%2%896%0&-68,%2(
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,)463*)77-32%01-(;-:)7%073-28)6%'8)(;-8,
4%6)287%8836/31)(96-2+%(%=032+74)'-%01))8-2+

a short introduction about the need for the NRP
463+6%11)@ì4%68-'-4%287;)6)')68-æ)(%88,))2(
of the training programme, which ended with a vote of
as part of the ongoing celebrations. In this meeting,

thanks by Dr Nagsen.

they raised awareness of birth options and practised
)&3>38)',2-59)7*36&)00=7944368@%44=83&)
a part of IDM celebrations, moms and dads were
excited to be introduced to Belly Mapping to identify the
baby’s position.
,)463*)77-32%01-(;-:)7833/8-1)39883/=4)
with Dr Sheena Byrom and Anna Byrom, who were
participating in the ongoing MAMA conference in
Scotland. Dr Sheena is a Consultant Midwife and
'3O%98,363*The Roar Behind the Silence. She had
6)')280=74)28%1328,-2=()6%&%('32(9'8-2+
midwifery workshops.

BREATHING LIFE INTO BABIES:
A WORKSHOP ON NEONATAL
RESUSCITATION

AN INFORMATIVE AND USEFUL
COLPOSCOPY WORSHOP
May 9, 2018
Pap smear is the most common screening test for

May 9, 2018

prevention of cervical cancer. Colposcopy is a diagnostic

)62%2()>374-8%0A-2%773'-%8-32;-8, A

test to evaluate patients with an abnormal pap smear or

79'')77*900='32(9'8)(%32)O(%= %7-')32%8%0

%&2361%0O%44)%6-2+')6:-<@8,)04783()8)'8%2(86)%8

Resuscitation Programme workshop for Midwifery Student

')6:-'%046)O'%2')636'%2')6@ )6:-'%0'%2')6-22(-%

967)7A92()6+3-2+8,)'3967)%88,)3:)621)28

'3286-&98)77-+2-æ'%280=83+03&%01368%0-8=%2(-7%

374-8%038,)6%2( ,-0()%08, )286)%8%6-12%+%6@

1%.3649&0-',)%08,',%00)2+)@%471)%67'6))2-2+;-8,

,);36/7,34;%7'32(9'8)(&=6-1%&-2(9
-2+,%78,)0)%(-27869'836%2(6 %<1%2
91%6A66-7%-0%1%2(6%.)):%28,37,%7

appropriate referral for colposcopy can act as the key to
reduce the number of deaths from this disease.
)62%2()>374-8%0'32(9'8)(% %7-' 30437'34=

-27869'8367@,)789()287;)6)+-:)2,%2(7O32

!36/7,34*368,)7)'32(8-1)%8 03'/ 32*)6)2')

training on Basic Neonatal Resuscitation and taught

%00A2-8OîA 3+90/928%@ 88)2()(&=ì4378O+6%(9%8)7

the importance of the First Golden Minute of Neonatal

and practitioners, the workshop covered the latest

)797'-8%8-32@-2%00=A4%68-'-4%287;)6)')68-æ)(%8

7'6))2-2++9-()0-2)7-2'09(-2+ 8)78-2+A46-2'-40)7

the end of the training programme.

3*'30437'34=A'0-2-'%01%2%+)1)283*46)O-2:%7-:)

2%=î%+%-2A)62%2()>374-8%0-2%773'-%8-32

disease, Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia (CIN)

with IAP NNF NRP organised a one day Basic Neonatal

with interactive case examples, videos and demo of

)797'-8%8-3263+6%11)IJ!36/7,34%8

colposcopy machines with procedures like Cryo and

03'/A 3+90/928%A=()6%&%(@,);36/7,34;%7

@,)6%8-32%0)3*8,-7;36/7,34&)-2+BU:)6=

'32(9'8)(&=6 .3=91%6%78,))%(27869'836

gynaecologist must not only strive to increase pap

%2(6-1%&-2(9-2+,A66-7%-0%1%2(6%.)):

screening but also be aware of the management of

%28,37,%727869'8367@,)7)77-3278%68)(;-8,

abnormal pap smears.”
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LAST WORD

A SLOW LEARNER
In her column, Dr Evita Fernandez speaks of how she always wanted to be
an obstetrician involving herself with the highs (and sometimes, the lows)
of childbirth. But, when she saw the high rise of maternal and infant deaths,
unnecessary interventions in what should be a joyous experience, she sought the
help of professional midwives. Having had an awakening of sorts, she advocates
professional midwife assisted births and speaks of their role in happy birthing

W

,)2;%7(3-2+1=4378O

ambulances from distances ranging from

graduation, I discovered I had an

í/1Qìí/1@31)3*8,);31)2(-)(

overpowering interest in caring

after coming in. It broke our hearts, as we

*3646)+2%28;31)2@)2.3=)(;36/-2+-2

watched helplessly. I began to read all I

the delivery room where I helped women

could on maternal mortality. I discovered

birth, and I loved the challenges a busy

that countries with low maternal deaths

0%&396;%6(3**)6)(@,)=6%2+)(*631

,%(%78632+'%(6)3*463*)77-32%01-(O

swift responses to emergencies,

wives forming the backbone of maternity

patience with a slow labour, counselling

services. Sadly, India lacked this unique

+6-):-2+4%6)287367,%6-2+8,).3=3*

professional workforce. So, I decided to

a newborn’s arrival.

4-038%2-2O,397)463*)77-32%01-(;-*)6=

As an obstetrician, I feel privileged

education and training programme with the

to walk with women through their

hope of producing professional midwives

.3962)=-283138,)6,33(@6)%0-7)(;%7

and understanding the role they played

not interested in gynaecology, which

in saving the lives of mothers. It is said

)77)28-%00=()%07;-8,232O46)+2%28

that when an idea is conceived, and if it

women and medical conditions affecting

is a good one, then all the stars align to

women’s reproductive organs. My colleagues laughed and

)2796)8,)-()%,%44)27@,-7-7;,%88690=&)0-):),%44)2)(

.))6)(;,)2463'0%-1)(8,%8;390(():38)1=)28-6)

,)6)@)2-361-(;-:)7*6318,)A;,3,)%6(3*1=40%2A

professional life to being an obstetrician. I was told it

volunteered to teach, train and mentor our trainee nurses.

;390(2):)6;36/A%2(;%7&)-2+*330-7,O-27,368O;%7
committing professional suicide!
My focussed interest and passion however led me to build

,)7)'32('0-2-'%0'32')62%88,)8-1);%78,)+63;-2+
number of complicated pregnancies, which found us
becoming atrociously interventional, even with the odd

%8)%1A73;)'390(463:-()%'3146),)27-:)ì<7)6:-')

03;O6-7/92'3140-'%8)(46)+2%2'=@,-7'%00)(*367)6-397

*36;31)2'31-2+838,),374-8%0@,-7)2'396%+)(1=

-286374)'8-32%2(,32)786)ç)'8-32@6)%0-7)(8,)2))(

colleagues and teammates also to pursue their interests, and

836)O8,-2/@

voilaA;)*392(3967)0:)7)2.3=-2+;,%8;)8690=03:)(@ 7%

36892%8)0=A8,)-2O,397)463*)77-32%01-(;-*)6=

6)7908A;31)2;)6)86)%8)(&=8,)&)784)6732328,).3&%2(

463+6%11)'314)00)(9783033/%8&-68,(-**)6)280=@,)

6)')-:)(8,)6-+,8)<4)68-7)@3003;-2+8;3()'%()73*%7390O

1-(;-:)7',%00)2+)(97A8%9+,897232O1)(-'%8)(348-327

7%8-7*=-2+463*)77-32%0.3962)=A;%76-(-2+8,)'6)78@

3*4%-26)0-)*A;,-',-2'09()(8,)2))(*3613&-0-8=^946-+,8

3;):)6A;%77-1908%2)3970=())40=8639&0)(&=8;3

position when a woman is in early labour. We discovered

clinical concerns. At the time, we had grown into a referral

the wonders of hydrotherapy, which led to women birthing

centre, and so we had very sick young mothers brought in

in water, and yes, all of this opened our minds to women

28 |
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birthing in different positions when encouraged to listen

the safety of both mother and baby at the centre

to their instincts.

of everything.

I am known to be a slow learner. It took me two
decades to learn I had it all wrong!
Our training as doctors, and more so as specialists

96-2O,397)463*)77-32%01-(;-*)6=)(9'%8-32
and training programme has encouraged us to birth
women in various positions: squatting, lateral, standing,

(obstetricians) had taught us to look at birth as a

/2))O',)78I32%00*3967J%2(-2;%8)6A97-2+%74)'-%00=

catastrophe waiting to happen.

imported birthing pool. As obstetricians, we have found

Our team of 20 consultant obstetricians, along

this very exciting and it has helped challenge us to

;-8,1)A,%(83920)%62%2(6)O0)%62A%;,30)2);

2);8,-2/-2+@,)463*)77-32%01-(;-:)7%8)62%2()>

understanding and perspective of an undisturbed birth in

374-8%0,%:),)04)(&-68,A ì;31)2&)8;))2 9+978

its purest natural form.

ìíîî%2( 46-0ìíî @

3(%=A*3003;-2+7):)2=)%673*396463*)77-32%0
midwifery education and training programme, I am a

“The midwife considers the miracle of childbirth as

passionate advocate of professional midwifery.

normal, and leaves it alone unless there’s trouble. The
obstetrician normally sees childbirth as trouble; if he

WHO IS A MIDWIFE?

leaves it alone, it’s a miracle.”

A midwife is a healthcare professional, providing skilled,

 

/23;0)(+)%&0)%2('314%77-32%8)'%6)*36',-0(O&)%6-2+

Childbirth educator and homebirth doula

A

;31)2A2);&362-2*%287%2(*%1-0-)78,639+,39846)O
pregnancy, pregnancy, birth, postpartum and the early
weeks of life.
I)*B-(;-*)6=A 2<)'98-:)911%6=*36,)
%2')8T7)6-)7A,)%2')8)6-)7A92)ìíîJ
Professional midwife means ‘with woman’, which means

I have often used this quote when talking to colleagues
because Sheila Stubbs could not have described us
obstetricians any better. We do interfere too much. India’s
rising Caesarean section rates prove this beyond question.
India needs a collaborative model of care, where

it is an empowering partnership, where the woman is

professional midwives take care of low risk women and

)2'396%+)(83&)0-):)-2,)63;2786)2+8,^'%4%&-0-8-)7@

obstetricians look after women with medical problems.

%+6));-8,63*)7736)70)=%+)A8,)*361)6

,)6)-7)239+,7'-)28-æ'):-()2')837,3;8,%8

6)7-()283*8,)3=%0 300)+)3*-(;-:)7AA;,37%-(B

professional midwifery care leads to better outcomes

U:)6=46)+2%28;31%21978æ678'327908%1-(;-*)C

*36138,)67%2(&%&-)7@22)')77%6=-28)6:)28-327%6)

some may also need to see a doctor (obstetrician)”.

less. Mothers are safe and happier with their birthing

,)1%.36-8=3*;31)2I íO 4)6')28J%6),)%08,=
;-8,92'3140-'%8)(46)+2%2'-)7@,)7);31)27,390(
be cared for by a professional midwife, who will offer
8,)1%008,)-2*361%8-328,)=2))(83)2.3=8,)-6

experiences.
All of this leads to better bonding between the mother
and her new born.
!,%8&%*ç)71)-78,)6)7-78%2')%2(%446),)27-32

46)+2%2'-)7A&=78%=-2+4,=7-'%00=æ8A)%8-2+,)%08,=%2(

of my obstetric colleagues to welcome professional

preparing to birth their babies naturally.

midwives into their hospitals.

When given the right information, women are

If we doctors continue to ignore the growing number

)143;)6)(A'32æ()28%2(()æ2-8)0=;%2883%:3-(%2

of women’s voices screaming for midwifery care, and

unnecessary intervention, which as we know may lead to

screaming for the freedom to make choices and discuss

an avoidable Caesarean section.

birth plans, we will only fuel a revolution that, if you did

Professional midwives, by virtue of their training and
philosophy, support women with their decisions, keeping

not know already, has begun by women, for women. I too
am part of that revolution; I add my voice and support
women who want to birth naturally.
It is time we obstetricians listened to birth stories of

“It is time we obstetricians listened to birth
stories of women whom we have traumatised,
most often unknowingly. We need to stop
DQGUHÁHFW:HQHHGWRFKDQJHµ

women whom we have traumatised, most often unknowingly.
!)2))(837834%2(6)ç)'8@!)2))(83',%2+)@
2)()æ2-8)%2(796)78)4-28,)6-+,8(-6)'8-32
is to open your heart, minds and delivery rooms to
professional midwives, working alongside with you, to
care for women we are privileged to serve.
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